
How to Play LCR 
LCR, short for "Left, Center, Right", is a very 
simple game. Yet it has acquired many fans from 
all over the world. It is played with three dice and 
a handful of chips, but it can provide excitement 
equivalent to a horse race at any gathering without 
the necessity of going to the track or of cleaning 
up after the horses. Yet the fact is in L-C-R there 
is little strategy involved. Once a player sits in on 
a game, the outcome is left entirely to the three 
dice. 

Though LCR is often played as a gambling game, 
it is also an excellent game for young children. 
This seems incongruous, but played with chips, 

children are continuously confronted with the imperative to pass one or more chips to 
either the right or to the left. They learn the distinction quickly playing this fast paced 
game. 

To navigate this site you may click on the contents below or the navbar at the top of the 
page to go to the topic in which you are interested, or you can simply click the "next 
page" link at the bottom of each page to view the site in the manner in which it was 
intended. 

LCR - Rules 
LCR requires three specially marked dice and a handful of chips (quarters can stand in 
for the chips). Each player begins with three chips. The players determine who is to roll 
first. The six-sided dice are marked with the following letters, each on one side of the 
dice L, C, and R. The other 3 sides of each dice are marked with dots.  

The first player rolls three dice. He or she passes a chip either to the left, to the right or to 
the center pot, depending on the roll of the dice. If any dots are rolled, the player retains 
his chip for that die. The next player to the left then rolls 3 dice, one die for each chip he 
possesses, up to three chips. This player then passes chips as directed by the roll. If he 
should have less than three chips, he only rolls as many dice as he has chips. If he has no 
chips, he is not out of the game. He simply does NOT roll. Should the person to either 
side of him be required to pass him a chip, then he again has a chance to win the game 
and must roll again when his turn comes around.  

The roll passes in this manner around and around the table until only one player has 
chips. The last person having chips wins the game. She is not required to roll the dice.  

 

 
 



LCR - Probability 
LCR is not a game where the player makes choices. He or she can only either decide to 
play or not to play. Thus knowing the odds is useful (unlike calculating probability in 
poker) only so far as it gives you an idea of what is going on during play.  

For a player to come up with three of L, C, or R is fairly unusual. Only one 1 in 72 rolls 
will result in any particular one of these combinations (three L's, three C's, or three R's). 
We can figure this out by knowing that there are 3 dice and the chances of getting any 
one of the three on the first of them is 3/6 (reduced to 1/2). On the second die the chances 
are also 1/6, and so on. To find our chances then, we multiply all three together:  

1/2 X 1/6 X 1/6 = 1/72 

The chances of retaining (three dots) or losing (any combination of L,C, and R) all of 
your chips on a roll of three dice is determined in a similar way:  

3/6 X 3/6 X 3/6 = 27/216 or 1/8 

The chances of losing 3 chips all at once are exactly the same as retaining all three 
because there are three ways to lose your chips and three spots on the dice to allow you to 
retain them. Once you are out of chips, your chances of coming back into chips are fairly 
good. If the player to your right or your left has 1 chip the chances are 1 in 6. If the player 
has two chips, your chance is 11 in 36 (getting better). And if the player has 3 dice, the 
chances are 91 in 216 (even better yet).  

The way to figure out this last item is a bit complicated, but we'll take you through the 
process. What we really want to know is what are the chances of getting at least one L 
out of three independent dice rolled together. To do this we must find out what the 
chances of getting three L's out of three dice (we did this above, 1/216). Then two out of 
three. This is a bit trickier:  

(1/6 X 1/6 X 5/6) X 3 = 15/216 

The 5/6 is the possibility of getting anything but an L on one of the dice. The thing to 
remember here is that we are looking for the number of ways two L's might turn up on a 
roll of three dice. The chances of any particular permutation are exactly even. Thus we 
can take the number of ways and divide it by the number of total possibilites to get our 
chances of there being 2 L's. We multiply by three to take into account the fact that the 
5/6 could be in the first second or third position, giving us 3 times the permutations. We 
do a very similar calculation to find out what the chances of getting only one L.  

(1/6 X 5/6 X 5/6) X 3 = 75/216 



By adding these three numbers together, 1/216 + 15/216 + 75/216 = 91/216, we come up 
with our result.  

 

 


